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Education & Training
K-2

Lilly's Purple Plastic
Purse

Kevin Henkes

Lilly the mouse idolizes her teacher Mr. Slinger, but when she comes
to school flaunting three jingly quarters, movie-star glasses and a
purple plastic purse "that played a jaunty tune when it was opened,"
she interrupts Mr. Slinger's lessons on "Types of Cheese" and
words that rhyme with "mice." After one too many disruptions, he
confiscates the purse until the day's end.

1996

K-3

Thank You, Mr. Falker

Patricia Polacco

Trisha loves school until her inability to read makes her feel dumb.
Luckily, in the fifth grade, her teacher, Mr. Falker, and another
specialized teacher have the skills to help her learn to read.

1998

K-3

Willow

Denise Brennan-Nelson All of the students in Miss Hawthorn's art class draw trees that are

2011

K-3

I Want to Be a Teacher

Dan Liebman

Young readers learn to respect the importance of doing a job well
and appreciate the contributions these workers make to our life and
the world around us.

2001

K-3

I Want to Be a
Librarian

Dan Liebman

The I Want to Be... series gives young children a realistic insight
into the working day of adults. Easy-to-read captions and color
photographs of women and men from different cultures help
children understand what's involved in each occupation.

2003

1-3

My Great Aunt,
Arizona

Gloria Houston

This book explores the life of a North Carolina girl who educated
herself and spent many years as a teacher.

1997

1-4

Mr. Lincoln’s Way

Patricia Polacco

Pollaco’s warm words and illustrations depict the powerful story of
a boy who needs a way out of trouble and the principal who guides
him.

2001

alike, except for Willow, a little girl who paints what she sees when
she closes her eyes. When the teacher tells her that blue apples
do not exist, Willow brings her one the next day. "Horrid little girl,"
Miss Hawthorn says. Yet at Christmas the only gift Miss Hawthorn
receives is from Willow.

3-5

The Fabled Fifth
Graders or Aesop
Elementary School

Candace Fleming

Here's a chapter book with all the kid appeal and absurd mayhem of
Louis Sachar's classic Sideways Stories from Wayside School! These
hilarious fables, complete with morals, will make you wish you went
to Aesop Elementary.

2010

4-5

A Week in the Woods

Andrew Clements

Mark is upset about having to attend Hardy Elementary to finish
out his fifth grade year. Though Mark is fortunate to have one of the
most interesting fifth grade teachers, he refuses to pay attention in
class or do any homework. Clements does a great job of expressing
how a new kid might feel when trying to fit into a new school.

2004

5

Sideways Stories from
Wayside School

Louis Sachar

There was a terrible mistake-Wayside School was built with one
classroom on top of another, thirty stories high!

2004

